E. coli interactions, adhesion and transport in alumino-silica clays.
Bacterial adhesion and transport in the geological formation are controlled by their mutual complex interactions, which have been quantified by the traditional and extended Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory as well as direct atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements. In this research, the DLVO forces calculated based on the independently determined bacterial and porous media surface thermodynamic properties were compared with those of AFM measurements. Although differences in the order of several magnitudes existed, forces obtained from both ways could explain the observations of E. coli attachment to alumino-silica clays evaluated in laboratory columns under saturated and steady-state flow conditions. E. coli deposition in alumino-silica clays was simulated using a two-site convection-dispersion transport model against E. coli transport breakthrough curves, which was then linked to the interactions forces. By exploring the differences of the two force measurements, it was concluded that the thermodynamic calculations could complement the direct force measurements in describing bacterial interactions with the surrounding environment and the subsequent transport in the porous media.